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A median algebra is a ternary algebra which satisfies all the identities true for the median 
operation in d%tribuGve lattices. The relationship of median algebras to (abstract) geometries, 
graphs, and semilattices is discussed in detail. In particular, all intrinsic semilattice orders on a 
median algebra are exhibited and characterized in several ways. 
In a distributive lattice L one can define a ternary operation wt : L3 * L by 
m(e, b,c)=(ah)v(a~c)v(b/w)=(avb)~(avc)A(bvc), 
~7~ Gch is usually referred to as the median operation in L. Several prcperties of a 
distributive lattice are reflected by its median m. For instance, if two distributive 
lattices defined on a set L have the same convex sublattices or the same 
congruences, then their median operations coincide. In other words, convex 
sublattices and congruences are median invariants. Moreover, the Hasse diagram 
(regarded as an undirected graph) of a distributive lattice with finite intervals 
depends only on the median. All this suggests an ‘abstract’ study of the median 
operation: a median algebra is an algebra with a single ternary operation m which 
satisfies all the identities true for the median operation in distributive lattices. As 
trees show median algebras are in general not induced by distributive lattices; 
nevertheless, they can be embedded into distributive lattices. Every median 
algebra M is endowed with several ‘compatible’ szmilattice orders, e.g. for any 
point Q in M define x su y ~4 m(a, x, y ) = x ; then each of the resulting semi- 
lattices determines M. Further characterizations of median algebras are in terms 
of their graphs, congruence class geometries, and Helly hypergraphs of prime 
convex sets. So, median algebras represent a meeting point of various com- 
binatorial structures. 
The reader who wishes to consult the literature for median algebras will find 
them under various names. Median algebras were called ternary distributive 
semilattices [3], median semilattices [35], normal graphic algebras 1251, simple 
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graphic algebr$,;. [2:;], simple ternary algebras 1301, symmetric media [13], dk- 
tributive median in: I :;y>:. ‘ras [41], and last but not least, median algebras 17; Ill. 
In the literature u+dian algebras appear for the first time in the late forties. The 
impulse for it was generated by the concrete median operation in distributive 
lattices. AA. Grau [12] characterized Boolean algebras in terms of the median 
operation and the complementation. G Birkhoff and S.A. Kiss [4] discussed the 
median operation for arbitrary distributive lattices, where they also mentioned 
that there is an axiom system for bounded distributive lattices involving only 0, 1, 
and the median. The concept of ;9bstract median algebra was introduced by S.P. 
Avann [2]. Some years later, M. Sholander [37, 38, 391 and S.P. Avann [3] 
performed a detailed study of median algebras. Sholander’s papers are mainly 
concerned with the axiomatics of ‘median semilattices’. The concept5 defined in 
them, viz. ‘segments’, ‘betweenness relations’ provide an alternative approach to 
median algebras and, in particular, to tree algebras. As shown in [39] there is a 
canonical embedding of median semilattices in distributive lattices. S.P. Avann [3] 
demonstrated that (under suitable finiteness conditions) median algebras may be 
regarded as certain metric spaces or graphs. It was the connection of median 
algebras with semilattices and graphs that later led to several independent 
rediscoveries of median algebras. Papers, partially or fully, along these lines are 
124-29; 22; 23; 11; 131. In recent years, further features of median algebras have 
been discovered. For instance, J. Nieminen [30, 311 and E. Evans [7] investigated 
convex sets in median algebras. E. Evans characterized the lattice of all convex 
sets. H.M. Mulder and A. Schrijver [23] described the structure of prime convex 
sets in the finite case. A topological duality for median algebras has been obtained 
by J.R. Isbell 1131 and H. Werner [41]. Isbell‘s paper also deals with ternary 
algebras which generalize median algebras and are related to modular lattices. 
We present here the main features of median algebras. The emphasis is on the 
interplay between the algebraic, order-theoretical, graph-theoretical, and geomet- 
ric aspects of the theory. Section 1 consists of some basic material which is needed 
in the sequel. The geometry of convex sets is considered in Section 2. For this 
purpose it is convenietrt + ,o use the language of ‘join spaces’ (see [35; 361). In 
Section 3 we discuss median semilattices, compatible relations, and Sholander’s 
embedding theorem. Section 4 contains some additional information concerning 
the gaphs of median algebras. The subsequent sections re%ct our main interest: 
v~ a &ermine all compatible semilattice orders of a median algebra and investi- 
gate C_a’ rr mutual relationship. In Section 5 retracts are taken up. The main results 
5.4 and 5.5 are illustrated in Section 6 for gentiralized Boolean lattices and tree 
semilattices. The topics o.f the final section are in the spirit of J. Jakubik and M. 
.b:r!it+r [16, 171. We consider pairs of median semilattices with common me- 
dians. Theorem 7.5 relates these pairs to certain congruence relations. 
Even for finite median algebras problems remain, e.g. as with distrrbutive 
lattices, the number of elements of the free median algebra on n generators is not 
known. For the ‘median part’ of a free distributive lattice, cf. B. &lonjardet (J. 
Combin. Theory 19 (1975) 160476). ‘I%e free median algebra on four generators 
is exhibited in Fig. 1. 
A ternary algebra is a set Ad together with a single ternary operation (a, b, c) + 
(a b c). A ternary algebra lW is caHed a me&an algebra if it satisfies the following 
identities: 
(aab)=u, 
(abc)=(bac)=(bca), 
((abc)de)=(a(bdej(cde)). 
Axiom systems using only four variables are provided by 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
1.1. Reposition (M. Kolibiar and T. Marcisova [21]). A ternary algebra M is a 
median algebra if and only if it satisfies (1) and 
((adc) bc)=((bcd) a~). (4) 
1.2. Roposi&n (JR Isbell 1133). A ternary algebra M is a median algebra if and 
only if it satisfies (l), (2), and 
(a (ucd)(bcd))=(acd). (5) 
Proposition 1.2 can also be derived (with some computation) from Sholander’s 
results (see 2.1 below). 
As a consequence of 1.1, the normal graphic algebras in the sense of L. 
Nebeskjr [25] are precisely the median algebras. 
Since median algebras fit into the framework of universal algebra, we need not 
explain what is meant by ‘homomorphism’, ‘congruence relation’, ‘subalgebra’, 
‘direct product’, ‘subdirect product’, etc. In order to express the geometrical 
Fig. 1. 
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properties of median algebras we need some further terminology. Henceforth let 
M be a median algebra. For any Q, b E M, the set uo b = {x E M 1 x = (a b x)} is 
called a segment (or an interval); a 0 b is called simple if Q # b and a 0 b = {a, b}, 
i.e. (a b x) E { ci, 6) for all x E M. A subset A of M is called a coltuex set in M (or an 
ideal) if (a b C)E A for all a, b E A and c E M (cf. [7, 13, 24, 301). Trivially, every 
convex set in M is a subalgebra of M. A convex set A # 8, M is called prime if, in 
addition, the complement M-A of A is convex. Every segment is a convex set 
(cf. [38, (1.4)& On the other hand, a set A G M is convex if and only if a ob s A 
for all a, b E A. Further, every congruence class is a convex set (cf. [31, 
Lemma 11). 
Every distributive lattice L can be regarded as a median algebra with respect to 
the operation (ubc)=(u~b)v(u~c)v(b~c)=(uvb)~(uvc)r\(bvc). This 
algebra will be referred to as the median algebra associated to C. 
1.3. Ropositj~n. For a distributive lattice L, the inter&s, convex sublattices, prime 
ideals and prime duul ideals, congruence relations, respectively, coincide with the 
segments, conlzx sets, prime conuex sets, congruence rekztions, respectiwly, of the 
associated mediclrt algebra. 
Note that lattice homomorphisms and sublattices of a distributive lattice are 
also median homomorphisms and median subalgebras, but not vice versa. 
Many properties of distributive lattices have immediate analogues for median 
algebras. This is essentially due to the fact that any median algebra can be 
embedded in a distributive lattice and thus has a set representation. For this result 
several proofs tire available (see [ 11; 131). One straightforward proof is based on 
t,he following lemma (cf. [ 13, Theorem 131). 
1.4. Lemma (J. Nieminen [30]). Let M be CA median algebra und let A# 9 bs a 
convex set in M with x6 A. Then there exists u prime convex set P such that A c P 
and x$P. 
In order to prove 1.4 it is sufficient to verify that any maximal convex set P 
containing A but not x is prime (this is purely computational). 
By Y’(M) denote the set of all prime convex sets in M. 
1.5. Illheorem. Every median algebra M is rsomorphic to a subalgebra of the 
me&m algebru of all subsets of 9(M); the embedding is provided by r : x + 
{PE Y’(M) 1 x E P} (x E M). 
Proof. From the above lemma we infer that t5e map r is injective. For any prime 
convex set P we have 
PEr((abc)) e (ubc)EP H either a,bEPor u,cEPor b,cEP 
H PE (r(a) n r(b)) U (qu) n r(c)) U (r(b) n r(c)), 
pue slas xar\uw hdwa-uou seJqa%@ ueipaw -103 JE~YJ sn sofa, 9.1 
Imsn sv 
amantiuo9 
WaJOay& 
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elements a and b. Of course @(a, b) = B[aob], and so 1.6 implies [31] Theorem 
3. From 1.6, one readily establishes the equality 
@(a, b) = Hx, y) E M2 1 x=((abx)xy) and y=((aby)xy)). 
If uo b is simple, then x is congruent y modulo a(a, b) if and only if {x, y) = 
(<a x YI, (b x Y% 
Note that if A, B are convex sets and A n Is+ p), then @[A nB] = 
@[AIn @[B]. 
The congruence lattice of M is denoted by 8(M); o and c denote the least and 
the largest element, respectively. 
2. Join spaces and medim geometries 
First, we recall a result of M. Sholander. For a set X, 9(X) denotes the power 
set of X. 
2.1. Theorem (M.. Sholander [38]). Fov every median algebra M, the operation 
0: M2 3 9(M), (a, b) --r) a 0 b has the following properties: 
aoa =(a), (6) 
ifbcaoc, then aobc_coa, (3 
aobnbocncoa={d) (where d = (a b c)). (8) 
Conversely, every operation 0: M’ -+ p(M) with the preceding properties induces a 
unique ternary operation by (8) such that M becomes a median algebra. 
Comparing 2.1 -trith [38, (4.1 I)], note that (6), (7), (8) imply sob = boa. 
Now, based OII 2.1, there is a nice characterization of finite median algebras via 
their systems of prime convex sets. 
2.2. Theorem WM. Mulder and A. Schrijver [23]). For a finite vnedian algebra 
M, rhe systetn 9’= Y(M) of all prime convex sets itI M is nlaximal wit/r respect o the 
propedies 
P E jP implies P#@ and M- PO’. 
if 3 c 9 such that n 3 = 8. then there 
PnQ-g 
(9) 
i I exist P, Q E 3 such that 
(10) 
Corrversely. to every system 9 over a finite set M. nlaximal with respect to (9) and 
( 101, there corresponds Q unique median algebra with underlying set M such that 
Proof. (9 Let M be a finite median algebra. 
f A s M is not convex, then there 
Evidently, Sp = Y(M) satisfies (9) and 
exist a, b E A and x E M such that 
XEQ+-A. Since aox~box=(:& the set &={PESP(M)Ieither u,x~P or 
6, x E P} U {A} violates (10). IIence Sp is maximal. 
(ii) Given a maximal system Sp with (0)) and (lo), we define ~4 = 
n {P E 9 1 a, 6 E 3’). Ckearly, (7) is satisfied. Now, Y separates the points of M: 
for otherwise there are two distinct X, y EM such that for Pe Sp, x E P e y E P 
holds; then the larger system Sp’ = 9U {{x}, M-{x}} still satisfies (9) and (lo), 
contradicting maximal@. In particular, (6) must be true. From (10) we infer 
t2dmbd7c~t2#f8. (11) 
If x # y both belong to this intersection, then for every PE 9, at least two of the 
points a,b,c are in P (orin M-B), say %beP, whence x,y~~ob~P. This 
contradicts eparation, and so (8) is established. Applying 2.1 we conclude that 
there is a unique median algebra with 9 as its system of prime convex sets. 
For the remainder of [23, Theorem 51 see Section 4 below. 
For infinite-sets the characterization in 2.2 does not hold. Consider the infinite 
tree M of height one with countably many vertices (see Fig. 2). The only prime 
convex sets in M are singletons #(a} and their complements. Since {a} is not 
equal to the intersection of finitely many prime convex sets, the system Sp’ = 
y(M) U {{a}, A4 -(a}} satisfies (9) and (10) for finite sets 3. Hence Y(M) is not 
maximal. 
Given a geometry on a set s’, one can define xn operation Q :J2 + 9(J) by letting 
a 4 denote the line through the points a and b. With this geometric interpreta- 
tion in mind, W. Prenowitz and J. Jantosciak [35] studied certain abstract 
operations o:J2 + 9(J); 
(.& 0) is called a loin space if the following conditions are satisfied: 
JSl. aobffl, 
JS2. sob = boa, 
JS3. (aob)oc = ao(bw), 
JS4. if &n&f& then aodnboc#& 
JSS a/b+ 0, 
where 
u/b=(x~JIa~box} and AoB= U sob for A,BH. 
aeA.bEB 
J.C. Varlet [40] has shown that every distributive lattice L gives rise to a join 
space (L, 0) by defining a 0 b = [a A b, a L 2:. Similarly, every median algebra can be 
Fig. 2. 
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turned into a join space as was shown by J. Nieminen [31]. One can also prove a 
certain converse of this. 
2.3. Tbeorem. Let M be a ternary algebra such that the equations (l), (2), and 
((abc)bc)=(abc) (12) 
are true in M. Put a 0 b = {n E M 1 x = (a b x)}. Then (M, 0) is a join spuce if and only 
if M is a median algebra. 
Proof. The identities (1) and (2) imply the conditions (6), JSl, JS2, and JSS. 
First suppose that M is a median algebra. If x E (a 0 b)*c, then there exists 
REM such that x=((aby)cx)=(a(bcx)(cxy)), whence JS3 is true. If 
xEa/bTJc/d. then (ad (bdx))=((abx)d (bdx))=(bdx). Hence (bdx)Ea*d, 
and similarly (b d x) E b*c, which proves JS4. Thus (M, 0) is a join space. 
Now let us assume that (M, 0) is a join space. If b E a *c and x E a* b, then by (6) 
and JS3 we get x E ao(a*c) -= (a*a)*c = aoc, and so by JS2 (7) is proved. From 
(12) we infer that for x =(a bc), xE aobn hoc (7coa. On the other hand, if 
y~a*bnb~cnc~a,thenb~x/any/candb~y/anx/c.Thus,byJS4wecanfind 
UExOcnaoy and wywqaox. Since xcaoc and uEx*c, we have ccx/anu/x 
and thus by JS4 x0x n aou # $3, whence x E aw. Similarly we get y E aou. Further, 
by JS3, ueaoy and xcaou imply xEa*y, and vcaox and yEa*t) imply 
yE aox. Hence x = (a x y) = y and so (8) is settled. We conclude that M is a 
median algebra. 
The following example shows that in 2.3 condition (12) can not be replaced by 
(11). For let M={u,b,c,x,y), x=(abc)=(abx)=(ucx)=(axy), y=(aby)= 
(acy)=(bcy)=(bcx)=(bxy)=(cxy),andlet Msatisfy(l)and(2).Then(M,*) 
is a join space such that (11 i is satisfied. As x = (a b c) and x6 b*c, M is not a 
median algebra. 
A subset A of a join space (J, 0) is called convex if a * b G A for all a, b E A, or 
equivalently, A 0 A E A. A mapping cp : .I ---* J’ of join spaces (J, 0) and (.I’, 0) is 
called a homomorphism if <p(u 0b) = QU *<pb for all a, b E J. A mapping q : M + M’ 
of median algebras M and M’ is called conuex if its image im cp is a convex set in 
h.“’ The following proposition is known (cf. [31. Theorem 9; 30, Lemma 21); it is 
an imu,ediate consequence of 2.3 and [35, Theorem lo]. 
2.4. Propostion. Let M be a median algebra. A subset A of M is conuex if and 
only if A is a convex set in the join space (M, @)I. For rron-empty convex sets A, B in 
M, A OB is the conuex set generated by A and B. 
2.5. Prop&ion. Let M and M’ be median algebras. A mapping q : M + M’ is Q 
convex homomorphism if and only if cp is a homomorphism of the join spaces (M, 0) 
and M’, 01. Every conuex homomorphism <p : M -+ M’ maps convex sets onto 
conoc I sets. 
Median a~gebus 9 
Roof. If Q is a convex homomorphism, then for any y ~cpaotpb, we can find 
XEM with cpx=y. Then (abx)Eaob and Q(abx)=(QaQbQx)=(QaQby)=y, 
i.e. y E ~(a 0 b), whence qa 0 Qb S ~(a 0 b). Now, if x E Q 0 b, then QX = ~(a b x) = 
(Qa Qb QX), whence ~(a 0 b) S QU 0 Qb. Thus, Q is % join space homomorphism. 
Conversely, suppose that Q is a join space homomorphism. By [35, Theorem 311, 
Q maps convex sets onto convex sets; in particular, irn~ is a convex set 
in w. s&e Q(abC)fQ(U~b)nQ(U~C)nQ(b~C)=Qa~QbnQU~QC nlpboQC= 
{(~a Qb (SC)}, Q is a median homomorphism, completing the proof. 
For a median algebra M, let c&(M) and c&*(M) denote the sets of all convex sets 
in M and non-empty convex sets in M, respectively. J. Nieminen [30] proved that 
U*(M) is a median algebra with respect o (A B C) = ((a b c) 1 a E A, b E B, c E C} 
for A, B, Ce q*(M). We will give an alternative proof of this. 
2.6. Lemma. If M is a median algebra, then 
(ABC)=AoBnAoCnBoC for all A,B,&%*(M). 
Proof. Clearly, (ABC)cAoBnAoCnBoC. Now, if x’zAoBnAoCnBoC, 
then there exist a, a% A, b, bk B, c, C’E C such that x = (a b’ x) = (a’ c x) = 
(b c’ x). Put a’ = (a cs’ x), b” = (b b’ x), c” = (c c’ x). Then 
x=((ab’x)(a’bx)x)=((ax(a’bx))b’x) 
= (((a a’ x) b x) b’ x) = (a” b” x). 
Hence x ‘S a”0 b”, and similarly, x E a”oc” n b”oc”. Therefore x = (a” b” c”) f 
(ABC). We conclude that (ABC)=A~BnAoCnBoC. 
2.7. lbeorem ([30, Theorem 4J). For every median algebra M, U*(M) is a median 
algebra. 
Proof. Let A, B, C, DE q”(M). It follows from 2.6 that (A B C) is a convex set. 
Further, identities (1) and (2) are true for S*(M). If a E A, b E B, c, C’E C, d E D, 
then ((a c d) b c’) = (a (b c c’) (b c’ d)) E (A C (B CD)). Hence q*(M) satisfies (4), 
and therefore by 1.1, V”(M) is a median algebra. 
The set S(M) is a closure system and thus a complete lattice with respect to 
set-inclusion. The associated closure space is (M, [ ]), where for A E M, [A] 
denotes the convex hull of A, that is the least convex subset of M containing A. 
E. Evans [7] characterizeu the closure space (M, [ 1) of a median algebra M and 
hence obtained a characterization of the lattice V(M). We will now give a short 
proof of this result. 
Given a closure operator [ J over a set G, the closure space (G, [ ]) is called a 
geometry if [ ] is algebraic and if the empty set and all singletons of G arz closed 
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(see R. Wille 1421). We call a geometry (G, [ 1) a median geomefry if the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
for all p,q~G and XrG such that p~[{q}LJx], 
there exists r e [X] such that p E [{q, r}], 
(13) 
for all p, 4, r e G HP, 411 n I(s, r)3 n c(r, PII 
contains exactly one point. (14) 
2.8. Theorem (E. Evans [7]). For every median algebra M, (M, [ 3) is a median 
geometry. Converseb, every median geometry (M, [ j) is the closure space of a 
uniquely determined median algebra. 
Pro& If M is a median algebra, then by [35, Theorem 111 [ ] is an algebraic 
closure operator such that [{p, q}] = poq and [{q} U X] = qo[X], whence (M, [ n is 
a median geometry. Conversely, given a median geometry (M, [ j), put ad = 
[(a, b)]. Then the conditions (6), (7), (8) are satisfied, and so by 2.1 (M,o) uniquely 
determines a median algebra. It remains to show that for any X~E M, [X] is the 
convex hull of X in the join space (M, 0). Since [ ] is algebraic, [X] is the union of 
all [{a,, . . . , u,,)] with a,, . . . , a, EX. Now, by (13) any [{a,, . . . , a,,}] is equal to 
alo l l l q,, completing the proof. 
A mapping cp :G -+ G’ between two geometries (G, [ 1) and (G’, [ J) is called a 
geomorphism if cp[X]c_ [qX] for all XC G; if always cp[X]=[<pX], then q is called 
a strong geomorphism. 
2.9. Proposition. Let M wuf M’ be median algebras. A mapping cp : M + M’ is a 
homomorphism (conuex homomorphism, respectively) if and only if Q is a 
geomorphism (strong geomorphism, ;respectively ) of the associated median geomet - 
ries. 
Proof. If cp is a homomorphism, then cp[X] = cp(M XX) = (cpM qXqX) c [(PX] for 
all XC G. If cp is a geomorphism, then q(aob) G <paotpb, and so Q is a 
homomorphism. The assertion concerning strong geomorphisms follows from 2.5 
and [35, Theorem 311. 
EVES;; seomorphism Q : G --i) G between twcr geometries induces a complete 
join homomorphism f : %(G) --) %(G’) between the corresponding geometric lat- 
tices of subspaces (=closed subsets) such that f maps singletons {p} onto single- 
tons, and vice versa. Namely, given Q : G + G’, put f(X) = [QX] for all XE q(G), 
and conversely, given f : s(G) + %(G’), let {QP} = f((p}) for all p E: G. Applying 
[9, Proposition 71, it is not difficult to see that the right adjoints of the maps f are 
precisely the complete meet homomorphisms g : Cg(G’) --)s %(G) such that g(g) = 8 
and for each point p E G there exists q E G’ with p f g({q}). Therefore, in view of 
11 
2.8 and 2.9, this establishes the duality between the categories &se! and JU in 
PI 
A geometry G is said to be @ine coot&&ted by a universal algebra on G if 
G is the congruence class geometry of this algebra, that is the geometry of all 
congruence classes (see R. Wille [42& Co_mbining 1.6 and 2.8, we finally obtain 
2.10. CoroRary~ ?“ne c2ass cif median algebras afine coordhatizes the class of 
median geometries. 
In a meet-semilattice S, the principal ideal 4 a generated by an element Q E S is 
the set (x E S 1 x s Q}. A subset A of S is called a lower set if $ac,A for all a E A. 
A subset I of S is called an ideal if it is a lower set closed under all existing finite 
joins. The ideal lattice of S will be denoted by $(S) and the ideal generated by a 
subset A of S by (A]. 
A meet-semilattice S is called a median semilattice if every principal ideal is a 
distributive lattice and any three elements of S have an upper bound whenever 
each pair of them is bounded above. These semilattices were called distributive 
strong conditional attices by E. Evans [7] and their duals were defined as median 
semilattices by G. GrZitzer and R. Prtdmanabhan [I I]. 
From now on, semilattice will always mean me\et-semilattice. It is easy to see 
that a semilattice S is median if and only if it satisfies the condition 
(Lo) (a A b) v (a A c) v (b A c) exists and is presclved under meets 
of M. Sholander [39]. 
Several properties of median semilattices are also true for semilattices in which 
every principal ideal is a distributive lattice. These semilattices are called distribu- 
tive sernilattices in [39], distributive conditional lattices in [7], and weakly 
distributive semilattices’with e upper bound property by W.H. Cornish and R.C. 
Hickman [6]. We will briefly call them weakly distributive semilattices. We regard 
them as partial lattices (S, A, v). 
A semilattice S is called discrete if all bounded chains in S are finite, and S is 
weakly atomic if every nontrivial interval contains a covering pair. AS every 
distributive lattice of finite length is finite, a weakly distributive semilattice S is 
discrete if and only if all intervals in S are finite. 
A median algebra n/r is called discrete if every segment is finite, and M is 
weakly discrete if every nontrivial segment contains a simple segment. 
3.1. Theorem (M. Sholander [39]). Every median semilattice M is a median 
algebra under (a b c) = (a A b) v (a A c) v (b A c). Conversely, every median algebra 
M can be regarded as a median semilattice: fix a point a E M and put x sa y when 
(ax y) = x. Then x~y =(ax y), and (M, A) is a median semikattice such that 
(abc)=(aAb)v(ar\c)v(brrc). 
In order to distinguish a median semilattice M from its associated median 
algebra we shall sometimes write (M, s!, (M, A), (M, A, v), (M, A, G), or 
(M, A, v, sb. 
3.2. Lemma. A median semilattice (M, S) is discrete (weakly atomic, respectively) 
if and only if the associated median algebra is discrete (weakly discrete, respec- 
tively). 
mf. Thesegment aob={xEMIx=(anx)v(aAb)v(bAx)}isaboundeddis- 
tributive lattice with respect to Sa. If a G 6, then a06 = [a, b]. Hence if the 
median algebra M is discrete, so is the semilattice (M, S). Conversely, if (M, S) is 
discrete, then the intervals [a A 6, a], [a A 6, b] are finite. Therefore a06 has finite 
length and so must be finite. Note that in any median semilattice, a and b form a 
covering pair if and only if a06 is a simple segment in the associated median 
algebra (cf. 13. Lemma 61). This settles the second assertion. 
Let M be a median algebra. A binary relation on M is called compatible if it is 
a subalgebra of the direct product M X: M. 
3.3. Lemma. Ler s be a compatible partial order on a median algebra M such that 
arty two elements of (M, S) are bounded below. Then (M, S) is a median 
semilattice whose associated median algebra is M. 
Proof. Fora,b~M,takec~a,b,hence(abc)~(aba)=aand(abc)~(abb)= 
6. Further, if ti; s a, 6, then d = (d d c)~ (a b c), whence a A b = (a b c) is the meet 
of a and 6. Thus, (M, 4 is a semilattice. Analogously, whenever a, b are bounded 
above, say a, b s c, then a v b = (a b c) is the join of a and 6. Now, if b v c exists, 
then for u = aAbAc we get 
aA(bvc)=(au(bvc))=(au(bc(bvc))) 
= ((a 6 u) (a c u) (bvci) 
=((aAb)(ar\c)(bvc))=(ahb)v(aAc). 
li,~e (M, s) is a weakly distributive semil;&e. For any a, 6, c E M we have 
(1 A h, N A c, b A c =s (ah). Thus (a~b)v(am)v(b~c) exists and is equal to 
(again let u =aAbAc) 
(c~a~b)(a~c)(abc))(bAc)(abc)) 
=(((abuQacu)(abc))(bcu)(abc)) 
--=(((au(abc))au)bc)=((au(abcJ)bc)=(abc). 
Therefore (M, si is a median semilattice with (a 6 c) as its median. 
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Conversely, if (A#, S) is a median semilattice, then, evidently, the partial order 
s is compatible with the associated median algebra. 
Given a median algebra M, we therefore call a median semilattice (A&, C) 
compatihb if 6 is a compatible relation. Two median semilattices are called 
compatible if their medians agree. 
A binary relation on a median semilattice is called compatible if it is a 
subsemilattice of the direct product closed under all existing finite joins. 
3.4. Lemma. Let (M, A, v) be a median semilattice. For a reflexive and transit& 
binary relation p on M, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) p is a computible relation of (M, A, v). 
(ii) p is a compatible relation of the associated median algebra M. 
(iii) If x,y,zEM and xpy, then XAZPYAZ, and nvzpyvz whenever XVZ, 
y v z exist. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). Obvious. 
(ii)+(iii). If xpy, thenfor t=xAynz we havexAz=(txz)p(tyz)=yAt. If 
xvz and yvz exist, put U=(XVZ)A(~VZ). Then 
Analogously, u p y v z, whence x v z p y v z. 
(iii)+(i). If upv and xpy in M, then UAX~UAY~VAY. Further, if uvx and 
v v y exist, then u =UAU~UAV and UAV~VAV=V, whence uvxp(unv)v 
X#-l(UAV)VypVVy. 
In particular, if (M, S) and (M, s’) are compatible median semilattices, then s’ 
is a compatible relation of (M, s). 
A set A c S is a subalgebra of a semilattice S if it is a subsemilattice of S closed 
under all existing finite joins. A set CC S is (order) convex if x G y s z and 
x, z E C imply y E C. An equivalence relation 8 on S is called a congruence 
rekafion (of the partial lattice (S, A, v)) if it is a subalgebra of S X S. The 
congruence lattice of S will be denoted by e(S). 
3.5. Lemma ([7, Theorem 2.51). A subset A of a median semilattice M is a convex 
subalgebra if and only if A is a convex set in the associated median algebra. 
Let L be a distributive lattice and let S be a subset of L such that S is a lower 
set which generates L (i.e. every element of L, is the join of finitely many 
elements of S). In this case we say that L is the extension of S. In the following 
three lemmas L and S have this meaning. 
3.6. Lemma. L is discrete (weakly atomic, respectively) if and only if S is discrete 
(weakly atomic, respectively). 
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Proof. Suppose that S is discrete and a, b E L, u G b. Then b is the join of some 
x0, -.*,&ES. Rlt yO=iZVX()~ yi=yi-lV&, Zo=UAX& Zi=yi-lAq (i=l,*.*,n). 
Obviously a G y. < l l l 6 yn = b. The intervals [zO, x0], . . . , [z,,, x,,] are finite, 
whence la, Y& CY~, ~21,. . . 9 [Y,+ bl are finite. Thus [a, b] has finite length ad L 
is discrete. The second assertion is obvious. 
3.7. Lemma. The ideal lattices b(S) and 9(L) are isomorphic. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the maps s(S) *J?(L), K -+ (K] and J?(L) --, s(S), 
Z ---* Z n S establish the required isomorphism. 
3.8. Lemma (16, Theorem 3.51). The congruence lattices e(S) and 8(L) are 
isomorphic. 
Sk&b of proof. Consider the maps e(S)+ b)(L), 8 --) 8 and e(L)-,@(S), 
~-,~nS2,where~={(x,y)EL2Ia~x~a/\yforallaES}.F~tcheckthat~ 
and *n S2 are congruences, then show that the maps are inverse to each other. 
Let S be any weakly distributive semilattice. Define S, = S and S,, = 
Sfr_ ,I=” (n = 1,2,. . .) where (a, b) =,, (c, d) if and only if a =(uAc)v(QA~), 
b=(bm)vtbnd), c=(cAa)v(cAb), d=(dAa)v(dAb). If we identify each 
x E S”_, with the set ((a, b) E S”,_, 1 x=avb}ES,,, then T= Us-_&, is a distribu- 
tive lattice which contains S (see M. Sholander [39]). 
Let S* denote the set of all finite sequences of elements of S. On S* define an 
equivalence relation s by: (x,, . . . , q) =(yl,. . . , y,,,) if and only if Xi = 
VEl (& A yi) for all i and yj = VT= 1 (4 A Yj) for all i. The lattice operations cn 
S*/= are induced by the following operations cn S*: (x,, . I) . , x,,) v(yl, . . . , y,,,) = 
(x,, l * - 9 &, Yl, l . l , Y,) and (x~,..~,x~)A(Y~,~~~,Y~)=(x~AY~,x~AY~,..~,~,A 
y,- 1, x,, A y,,,). Obviously, S*/- and 7’ are isomorphic. 
It is more convenient to describe T in the following way (see [6, Theorem 1.23). 
Let L denote the set of all finitely generated ideals of S. Note that for A = 
:a*, -.-,a,J,B=&, . . ..b.)ES,wehave(A]=(B]ifandonlyif(a,,...,a,,)= 
(b,, . . . , b,,,). The lattice operz +x on L are given by (A]v (B] = (A U B] and 
(A IA(B] = ({a I\ b 1 a E A, b E !3}!. Hence S*/= and L are isomorphic. 
Therefore, the embedding theorems of M. Sholander [39], W.H. Cornish and 
t;: C. Hickman [6], J. Nieminen [29] (for the fijrite case) are essentially the same 
(for w xkly distributive semilattices): 
3.9. Theorem (M. Sholander 139)). Etlery weakly distributive semilattice S cm be 
embedded in a distributive lattice L as a lower ser such that each element of L is the 
join of finitely many elements of S. 
Lemmas 3.4, 3.5, 3.7, 3.8 show that the embedding of median algebras in 
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distributive lattices via 3.1 and 3.9 is suitable with respect o convex sets and 
congruence relations. Thus, most properties of convex sets and congruences in 
median algebras are consequences of the corresponding facts for distributive 
lattices. For example, this applies to 1.6 and the results of J. Nieminen [30]. In 
particular, since the ideal lattice of any median semilattice is distributive, for 
convex sets A, B, C in a median algebra M we get 
(ABC)=(AnB)o(AnC)o(BnC) whenever AnBnC#& (1% 
Finally, 3.11, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.8, 3.9 imply 
3.10. Corolkry. Let M be a median algebra. Then the congruence lattice 8(M) is 
atomic if and only if M is weakly discrete. Further, 8(M) is Boolean if and only if 
M is discrete. 
4. Median graphs 
Here, all graphs are undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges. For 
two vertices X, y of a connected graph, d(x, y) denotes the length of a shortest 
path between a and 6.. 
4.1. ROPO~IB (S.P. Avann [3j). For a connected graph G = (V, E) the following 
three cond Sons are equivalent: 
(i) For each triple a, b, c E V there exists a unique x E V such that 
d(a, x)+d(b, x)+d(c, x) =?(d(a, b)+d(a, c)+d(b, c)). . . . 
(ii) For each tripZe a, b, c E V there exists x E V such that 
d(a, x)+d(b, x)+dk, x)<dia, y)+d(b, y)+d(c, y) 
forall y~Vwithx#y. 
(iii) For each tipZe a, b, c E V there exists a unique x E V such that 
d(a, x) + d(x, b) = d(a, b), 
d(a,x)+d(x,c)=d(a,c), 
d(b,x)+d(x,c)=d(b,c). 
The proof of 4.1 follows from [3, Lemma I. Theorem 41. A connected graph 
which satisfies ow (and hence all) of the conditions of 4.1 is called a median 
graph. S.P. Al:ann [3] called these graphs lrcique ternary distance graphs. To 
every median &gebrs <d one associates a graph 6s follows: x, y E M are connected 
by an edge if and only if x 0 y is a simple segment (cf. [3j). The following lemma is 
obvious. 
4.2. Lemma. A median algebra M is discrete if and only if its gruph G is 
corm ecred. 
4.3. ‘Ibeorem (S.P. Avann [3]). 7&e graph of a discrete median algebra is median. 
Conversely, euery median graph is the graph of a mique median algebva, namely 
(Q b c) = x is the vertex for which the conditions of 4.1 are satisfied. &heover, 
x E sob is equiualent to d(a, x)+d(x, b) = d(a, b). 
The proof of 4.3 follows from [3, Theorem 2, Theorem 41; cf. also [13, 
Proposition S]. The results of [25] and [26] follow now from 4.2, 4.3, and 1381. 
4.4. Ropositim (S.P. Avann [3]). 7%e Husse diagram of a median semi&ice 
and the graph of the associated median algebra agree. 
Cf. also [28, Theorems 1 and 21 and [29, Theorem 23. Now, with 4.4 and 1.1 in 
hand, the results of 1271 are concluded. 
From 4.3 and 2.1 it follows that Fwo discrete median algebras are isomorphic if 
and only if their graphs are isomorphic (see also [4, Theorem 33). 
4.5. Theorem. A discrefe lattice L is distributive if and only if its Hasse diagram G 
is a median graph. 
Proof. If L is distributive, then by 3.2, 4.3, and 4.4 its Hasse diagram is a median 
graph. 
Conversely, if G is 3 median graph, then by 4.3, G is the graph of a unique 
median alg,bra, which can be regarded 3s a median semilattice (L, A~, v,, so) for 
any a E L. By 4.4, G is the Hasse diagram of (L, Q. The covering relations in L 
and (L, s ! will be denoted by _( and _(a, respectively. By induction we prove 
that a=~~,_(a, _(- - -< G implies a +a a,+, l l l -<a G. The assertion is 
obvious for n = 1,2. Let k > 2 and assume the assertion true for all such chains of 
length kSS than k. Assume that ak _(o ak -1. Then b = dk _2& ak -<a i&-2, ak and 
bf ai for 311 i. Consequently, a&2 _( b, and so by induction hypothesis ak_2 _(a 
b, a contradiction. Hence ak-1 _(a ak. 
Now suppose that x, y E L cover a = x my. By what has been shown before, 
x,yg,xvy and so, b=xv,y exists. Since x,y-(,b, we get b=xvy and 
x, y _( b. From this and the dual argument p’e infer that L is modular. Moreover, 
L does ;IO~ contain the five-element mo&lar non-distributive lattice M3 as a 
covering sublattice, because otherwise the rhree incomparable elements of M3 
would have two medians. We conclude that L is distributive, completing the 
proof. 
Theorem 4.5 answers 3 question of G. Birkhoff and S.A. Kiss [4]. S.P. Avann 
obtained this result [3, Theorem 51 under the additional assumption that L have a 
zero and every element be of finite dimension. On the other hand, Fig. 3 shows 
that a median graph can be the Hasse diagram of a non-distributive lattice. 
4.6. TWorem. A graph G = (V, E) is the graph of u hypercube (i.e. the Ehse 
diagram of a finite BooZean lattice) if and only if it is finite, regular, and median. 
Proof. Pick any u E V. Consider the median semilattice (V, sa). Since V is finite, 
we can fmd a maximal element b of (V, se ). Let A denote the set of all elements 
of a0 b which are covered by b. Since b is maximal, the number n = IAl is the 
degree of the vertex b in the graph G. Since a0 b is a finite distributive lattice, 
a’0 b is Boolean where a’ is the meet of A. If a # a’, then the degree of the vertex 
a’ would be at least II + 1, a contradiction. Hence the lattice a0 b is Boolean. If 
there were another vertex n not in a0 b, then b AX E a0 b would have at least the 
degree n + 1, again a contradiction. Therefore (V, s,) is a Boolean lattice whose 
Hasse diagram is G. 
The preceding result was also obtained by M. Mulder (J. Graph Theory 4 
(1980) 107-110). His Theorem 3 admits a similar proof to the one given here for 
4.6. 
Let A and % be subsets of a median algebra 1M such that 1M =A U% and 
A or\ % $8. Then MA, B] - ..4 x (0) U B x { 1) is a subalgebra of the product M x 2 
if and only if A and 13 are convex sets. Indeed, if M[A, %] is a subalgebra of 
n(llx2, then for U,UEA and X=(WX)E% we have (~,O)=((UDX),(~~~))E 
MA, %] and thus x E A. Hence A is convex, and similarly, B is convex. The 
converse is obvious. For convex sets A and B, the algebra MA, B] will be called 
the expansion of M with respect o A and B. So, the subdirect representation 
theorem for finite median algebras can be reformulated as follows: 
4X Proposition. Every finite m&an algebra Ad can be obtained from the one 
element median algebra by a sequence of expansions. 
Proof. By induction on n -’ ‘,.&#I. If 1M contains more than one element and P is a 
prime convex set in M, then 1M is naturally isomorphic to (M/@)[A, B], where 8 
denotes the complement of the congruence P2 U (IV- P)2 of M; and A, % are 
Fig. 3. 
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given as follows. Clearly, M/Q consists of one or two element classes, the latter 
have the form {x, y} where x E P, y E M - P, and x0 y iq. simple; put A = 
{T~M/@jelther IT\=2 or ‘XP} and B={TEIW@1either ITI= or 
TcM-Y). Then A and B are convex, M@=AUB, anti AnB= 
(TE MI@ 117-I = 2). # 0. 
The graph theoretic version of the above construction is the main result of M. 
Mulder 1221. It just remains to observe that x0 y is not simple whenever xE A - l’5 
and y E B -A. Thus the results of [22] follow from 4.7 and [3]. 
5. Retracts 
Given a median algebra M, we say that a map q : M 3 M is a retraction if cp is 
an idempotent convex homomorphism. Ft subset C of M is called a retract if there 
exists a retraction Q upon C, i.e. C = im Q. The next two propositions establish 
some characterizations of retractions and retracts. 
5.1. Propostion. A mapping Q : M + M of a median algebra M is a retraction if 
and only if 
Q(~y~)=(~~~yz) forallx. y, EM. (16) 
Proof. Let Q be a retraction. Then for x, y, z E M, Q(x y z) = (Qx dpy <pt) = 
(cp2x Q’y Qz) = Q(Qx Qy z) and (QX Qy Z)E im CQ. Hence, cp(x y z) = (<px cpy z). Con- 
versely, if Q satisfies (I@, then <p2x = cp(x ox <px) = (Qx <p*x QX) = QX, whence <p is 
idempotent. Further, Q(aob)={Q_!abx)~x~M}={(QaQbx)~xEM}=QaoQb, 
whence by 2.5, Q is a convex homor..lorphism. 
5.2. Proposition. For a convex set C it7 a median algebra M the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) C is a retract. 
(ii’) O[C] has a complement in (9(M). 
(iii) Fw every a, b E M, either a0 b n C is t! segment or a0 b n r = $4. 
‘iv) For some fixed a E C and every b E MI a \ b 17 C is a segment. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). Let Q be a retraction upon C. l?ut @= ker Q = 
{(x. yk M’ 1 Qx = Qy}. Since for x, y EM, (x, npx), (y, <py)E Q, and (cpx, (py)E @[Cl, 
we have @ - @[Cl l @ = L. If (x, y) E @‘C]n @, then there exist a, b E C such that 
x=(axy), y=(bxy), and QX=Qy. Since (ahx)=Q(ubx)=(aQbQx)= 
(a ~b QY) = Q(a 6 y) = (a b y), we get x = ((a b x) x y)1 = ((a b y) x y) = y. We con- 
clude that @ is a complemerPt of @[Cl. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Let @ denote the complement oi @[Cl. For a, b E M, put !P = 
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e(0, b)ndh If dmc#0, then 
e(a,b)=(9C~,b)n9[cnv~=gla0bnc]v~ 
Hence there exist to, tI,. . . , rg~aobXZ such that (a, b)c V;lz; @(G, ~+&,M. 
Since tie convex hull of {to, tl, . . . ) C} in a 0 b is a segment WV, we conclude that 
8(u,bj=8(u,u)v!kSince @[C]fW= O, we have @(y U) = @[a0 b n C], and so 
uw=u~bnC. 
(iii) =$ (iv). Trivial. 
(iv) + (i). For x E M, let cpx denote the (unique) element which satisfies u ox n 
C = WV = W(U v x) = 40~~. In the ideal lattice of the median semilattice (M, +-,), 
we compute 
Hence cp is a homomorphism. Since icp is idempotent and im cp = C, we conclude 
that C is a retract. 
It is easily seen that for any retraction p 
which is between x E A4 and every point of 
((x} {cpx} C) = {cp.nc} for all x EM 
In particular, this shows that every retract 
upon C. Comparing (17) with the definition 
upon C, <px is the unique point in C 
C, that is 
(17) 
C determines a unique retraction p 
of a CebySev set in [ 131, it turns out 
that for median algebras Isbell’s contractions and our retractions are the same, the 
CebySev sets being the retracts. Actually, in [13] a retraction is defined via 
condition (l-7); it is then shown that such a map is a homomorphism (see [13, 
5.81). From a more general result [ 13, Theorem 1.8]), it follows that any two 
retractions p, $ of a median algebra commute whenever their images Zrave a point 
in common. Indeed, if uEimcpnim$, then for x~imq, I&X=(X#XU)E 
im Q n im +, whence im #Q = im 9 n im J/ and thus ppJ/ = #Q. This also follows from 
well known results on translations of semilattices (cf. [20; 321). Given a semi- 
lattice (S, A), a map p : S + S is a translation if cp(x A y) = qx A y for all K, y E S or, 
equivalently, if v> is an idempotent homomorphism such that im cp is an ideal of 
(S, ,Y). An ideal I of (S, A) is the image of a translation g if and only if I n&x is a 
principal ideal for all x E S (in this case, In 4x = Jcpx). Note that every trans- 
lation of a weakly distributive semilattice preserves all existing finite joins. 
5.3. hposition. For a median senailattice (M, A, G) and a map <p : M 4 M, the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) cp is a tra&ation. 
(ii) cp is a re:raction and im q is GUI ideal. 
(iii) p is a retraction and cpx s x for all x E M. 
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Proof. The implications (i) 3 (ii) 3 (iii) are clear. If (iii) holds, then by 5.1 we get 
cpx A y = (cpx y CPGP n 39) = rp(x y (cpx A YN = cp(x A y)* 
For a median algebra M, the link between retractions and translations is now 
obvious: a map q : M ---) M is a retraction if and only if it is a translation of some 
compatible median semilattice (M, Q). 
As our next theorem shows retracts have the ‘compatible semil,&ice order 
extension property’ and, moreover, are characterized by this. 
5.00 Theorem. Let M be a median algebm. Then cl conuex set C irr M is a retrpact if 
and only if every compatible semilattke order 084 C can be uniquely extended to a 
compatible semilattice order s on M such that C is a lower set in (M, 6). 
Proof. (i) Suppose that C is a retract of M. Let cp be the retraction upon C. Rut 
0 = 0[C] and @ = ker <p. We claim that any compatible semilattice order < on 
the median algebra C can be extended to a compatible semilattice order on M by 
the following rule: for x, y E M put 
xsy e QXGQY and X@(XYQY). (18) 
First observe that this definition is unambiguous on C. Now, we show that s 
indeed is a partial order on M. Reflexivity is clear If x s y and y 6 x in M, then 
QX=QY and x~(x~Q~)=(x~Qx)@~, whetIce x0fVPy and so x=y. If x~y 
and y < 2 in .v, then QX 6 QZ and 
whence x G z. The next step is to show that G is compatible on M: if x 6 y in M, 
then for any u, u E M, Q( u V x) =: (QU QV QX) s (QU QV cpy) = Q(U 2) y) and 
SO, we have it. Since QZ s z for all z E M, we infer that for any x, y E M the meet 
of QX and Qy in C is below x and y. Hence by 3.3, (M, 6) is a compatible median 
semilattice. Of course C is an ideal of (M, s). Toward uniqueness, assume that we 
have another compatible semilattice order <’ on M such that C is a lower set in 
(M, i’) and < and G’ coincide on C. Now, i: x s y in M, then QX S x and thus 
3: = (x y QX). Since QX G’ my G’ y, we get x G’ y. Similarly, x s’ y implies x G y. So, 
half of the theorc=m is proved. 
(ii) Suppose that every compatible semilattice order on the convex set C can be 
extended to a compatible semilattice order on .M for which C is an ideal. Pick any 
u E C. For b E M, let 6 denote the restriction of the order : $ to C. Now extend s 
to a compatible semilattice order G on M such that C is a lower set in (M, s). 
Then the meet a A b of Q and b in the semilattice (M, s) is contained in the ideal 
CKiearly. anbEaobnC.Ontheotherhand,ifxE~obnC,thenx<,aandso 
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x G CI, Since G A uk s X, we conclude that ty 0 b n C = (a A b) 0 Q. Therefore by 5.2, C 
is a retract. 
If one hops the requirement that C be a lower set, then it is possible to extend 
certain compatible semilattice orders on non-retracts C to M For instance, every 
compatible semilattice order on any convex set in a chain can be extended. 
However, this does not hold for all convex sets in arbitrary median algebras. For, 
consider the direct product C =k+ xZ_ of the chains B, and $I_ of positive 
integers and negative integers, respectively. Let M denote the bounded distribu- 
tive lattice with a new 0 and 1 added to C. There is a lattice order s available on 
C which turns C into Z_ x Z-. However, there is no way to extend G to ,M, since 0 
and 1 would not have a meet in (M, G) (see Fig. 4). 
Theorem 5.4 immediately applies to the problem of finding all compatible 
semilattice orden on a median algebra. Qbserve that the compatible median 
semilattices (M, s) with zero must be of the form (M, sp) (cf. 173). 
5.5. 21mmmy Let M be Q median algebra. Pick any a E ,M. 7’hen there is a 1-l 
cotrespondence b tween compatible sewduttice orders S on M and retracts C of M 
which crre lower sets in (M, Sa) and lattices with reqpect to Ga. 
Pr&. Start off with an ideal C of (M, +J which is both a retract and a lattice. 
Extend the converse of sa on C to M in such a way that C again becomes an 
ideal, or in other words: reverse the llVgiven order on C and extend it to .M via (13). 
With respect o the new order < on M, C is the principal ideal ia of b\.&$ s). 
Conversely, given any compatible median semilattice (M, G), the candidate for C 
is the principal ideal 4 a of (M, s). Evidently, (C, Q is a retract and a lattice, the 
dual of (C, s). So, this sets up the desired correspondence, which is easily seen to 
be l-l by virtue of our uniqueness result. 
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Now, consider a median semilattice (M, s). For any member I of the ideal 
lattice I(hf, S) we can define a new order $ on the median algebra $(M, S) by 
virtue of 3.1. Since M is canonically embedded in $(M, s), we therefore obtain a 
partial order ,G, on M, more precisely: 
5.6. Theorem. Let (Ad, A, v, - c=.) be a median semilattice and let Ze$(M, G). If sI 
is a semilattice order on M, then I is a fetmct and (I, 6) is a lattice. Conuersely, if I 
is a retract and (I, 4 is a lattice, then + is a compatible semiZ&ce order on M 
and x 4, y if and snfy if QX z= cpy and x eS[Z] (x y QY), where Q denotes the retraction 
upon 1. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that 6I is a semilattice order on M. If X, y E Z and z <I x, y, 
then ~x=Z~~x~(Z~):~z)=~ z and similarly &yr&z. Hence x, y~z and thus xvy 
exists and belongs to I. Therefore (I, G) is a lattice. If x E M, y E I, and z sr x, y, 
then 
Hence Z nJx=&xn& -&xr\z), and therefore Z is a retract. 
(ii) Conversely, suppose that Z is a retract and (I, G) is a lattice. Then for 
x, y E M, cpx v (py v (x A y) exists, so 
(Zlx 1~) = S.~xvl~yvl(x~y) = UQXVQY v(x A y)). 
Then, WC have 
xS,y H X=(XAY)VQXVQY H Q.T~QY and x=(xy<px). 
Since (X y cpx) @[Z] (x y cpy) and cpx = Q(X y QX). we conclude that 
x+y H QPX~QY and xO[Z](xy~y). 
Theorem 5.6 shows that the semilattice order sr on M coincides with the 
compatible stlmilattice order obtained from the converse of the order s on Z via 
the construction in 5.4. Further, we infer from the proof of 5.6 that (M, $) is 
embedded in (3(M, s). sl) as a subsemilattice. 
Finally. we will characterize the ideals Z of a median semilattice (M, s) with 
1~s~ “lemcnt cl for which S, is a lattice order (:m related results, cf. [S; 16; 18]). 
5.7. Proposition. Let M be a rnediarl algebrcr arzd let a E M. For an ideal Z of 
(M, 6,) such that (Z, So) is a lattice, the folloGng conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Z is a retract and (M, s,) is a lattke. 
(ii) Z has Q complement I’ in dp(M, c4) such that (I’, =Q is a Mice. 
Proof. (i)+(G). Let I’ be the principal dual ideal of (M, +) generated by a. 
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Clearly, (I’, sa) is a lattice such that In I’ = {a}. ZGnce in (M, G,), 
nna +X +xvva and XAUEI, XVUEI’, we con&& &-It 1’ is the complement 
of I in JP(M, <a). 
(ii) 3(i). If I’ is th< complement of I in $(M, :.. ,, t!x:ai k&J is the comple- 
ment of @[II in 8(M). Hence by 5.2 both I and 1’ are -z~Ew~~. Since (I, eo) and 
(I’, $J are lattices, + and + are compatible semfw w 2 +x+ders on MT Let q and 
# denote the retractions upon I and I’, respectiveky. XK.E for x, y G M, we have 
x =$ y e~y roux and #x ga I@, and simikfy, x + y clr, #y Go q%x and 
QX sa Qy. IThUS (M, +) and (M, +) are dually isomorphic, proving that (M, sI) 
is a lattice. 
6. Special mdhn algebras 
For distributive lattices the property of being relatively complemented fits in 
the ternary setting. Thus relatively comp%mented distributive lattices can be 
characterized among median algebras as in the lattice case. The next result lists 
some of such characterizations; for the sake of completeness, we also add a proof 
to it. 
6.1. Theorem. For a median algebra M the following conditions are equiuaient: 
(i) For all a, beM and xEaob, there enists yeM such that aob=xoy. 
(ii) Every compatible median semilattice is a relatively complemented istribu- 
tiue lattice. 
(iii) For every a E M, (M, s,) is a laffice. 
(iv) Every non-empty cowex set is the congruence class of a unique congruence 
relation. 
(v) Any two congruence relations commute. 
(vi) If A, B # M are convex sets such that A U B = M, then A CI B = 8. 
(vii) Every prime convex set is maximal. 
Proof. (i)*(ii). Let s be a compatible semilattice order on M. For y EM with 
aob=(aAb)oy,wemusthavey =avb. If asxcb, then aob=xoy meansthat y 
is the relative complement of x in a0 b. 
(iii) $+ (i). If x E a0 b, then sob = x 0 y, where y is the join of a and b in (M, s,). 
(ii) $(iii), (iv), (v). Clear. 
(v) + (vi). If ( vi is violated, then we can find prime convex sets P and Q such ) 
that P W Q = M and P n Q # 8 Consequently, the congruence relations P2 U 
(M - P)2 and Q2 U (M - Q)2 do not commute. 
(vi) * (vii). Clear. 
(iv) + (vii). If P and Q are prime convex sets such that Q properly contains P, 
then P is also a congruence class of the intersection of P2 U (M - P)2 and 
Q2 U (M - Qj2. 
6~ ?hheorem. Let M be a meditin algebra and kt s be any compatible semilattice 
order. 
(i) 
(ii) 
t iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
‘1 hen the following conditions are equivalent: 
M is a tree algebra. 
M does not contain the jour-element Boohan lattice tzs a subalgebra. 
(M, s) is a tree semilattice. 
Every proper dual ideal of (M, s) is prime. 
For all distinct a? b E M, a/b = {x E M 1 a E box} is prime. 
Two congruence relations @, !? commute if and only if Cp v !P = @ U !P. 
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(~$3 (iii). Let tx and ty denote two principal dual ideals in the median 
semilattice (M, sa ). We wish to show that x and y have a common upper bound. 
Put C=Wqx=U UE + XJ U. If Cnry==fl, then there exists a prime convex set P 
such that ?yzB and C n P = 8. Since by (vii) B is maximal, we must have 
_${ = Q 0 P. Hence x E a ou for some u E P. However, this gives u E T_xcC, a 
contradiction. Therefore C n ty # 0, say u E Ty n&u for some o E fx. Now, v is an 
upper bound of x, y, which completes the proof. 
Theorem 6.1 explains why the classes of all relatively complemented distribu- 
tive lattices and all generalized Boolean lattices can not be distinguished via the 
structure of convex sets. 
Combining 5.5, 5.7 with 6.1 immediately yields 
6.2. Corollary. For a generalized Boolean lattice L there is a l-l correspondence 
between compatible semilattice orders on L and ideals of L which have a comple- 
ment in 9(L). 
Further, from 6.1 we get (cf. [7, Theorem 5.31): 
6.3. CO~OII~~. For a median algebra M the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (M, 4 is a Boolean lattice for some compatible order S. 
(ii) (M, s,) is bounded for all a E M. 
Next we consider trees. A tree semiluttice is a semilattice in which any two 
incomparable elements do not have an upper bound. Further, a tree algebra is a 
median algebra satisfying the condition 
(a b d), (a c d), (b c d) are not distinct. (20) 
It is easy to see that a semilattice is a tree semilake if and only if it satisfies the 
condition 
(LJ a A b, a Ac, b Ac are not distinct 
of M. Sholander [39]. Several characterizations of tree algebras have been given 
in [37; 391 (see also [7; 24; ,311). 
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proof, The implications (i) + (ii) 3 (iii) are obvious and (iii)+(i) follows from 
cw 
(iii) 3 (iv). For any dual ideal C of (M, s) and elements X, y$ C and z E C, the 
median (x y z) is equal to on\‘: of the elements xA y, x A z, y A z, whence (X y Z) 4 C. 
The implications (iv) * (Gi I and (v) $ (ii) are clear. 
(i) 3 (v). u/b is the dual it teal generated by a in (M, +,). 
(i) * (vi). If (a, b) e Q, 9 ?# = Y@ l Cp, then there exist u, w E sob such that 
a@utVbanda!PuQb.Sin:e(aob,Qisachain,either u~,~or~~,u,and 
therefore either a!?ftMb o~*a@u@b. Hence @v!?f=@U!P. 
(vi)=$ (ii). If (ii) does not hold, then there are distinct elements u, b, u, ZI 
such that sob = ~011. Put @ = @(a, u) and Y =@(a, 8). Since (a, b)# @U Y, we 
have 45 U !P# @v Y. Since 14 is the complement of 21 in the distributive lattice 
(a0 b, s,), the restrictions of the congruences @, 1v to u 0 b commute. So, c @ l 
Yd for all c,dcuob. If (x, y)&(a,b), then by 1.6, x=(cxy)@+P(dxy)=y 
for some c, d E sob. Therefore @a, b) = @ l P, and thus Cp and ?P commute. 
6.5. proposition. Let (M, S) be a tree semilattice. An ideal 1 of (M, f) is a retract 
if und only if every maximal chain of I is either a principal ideal or a maximal 
chain of M. 
Proof. If I is a retract and C is a maximal chain of I which is not maximal in M, 
then there is an element a EM- I with CC_ &z. Since &znl= &b for some b E I, 
we must have C = j,b by maximrlity. Conversely. let I be an ideal in which every 
maximal chain is either a principal ideal or a maximal chain of M. Given a E M, 
let C be a maximal chain of I containing &ur& Then $anC= $anl’, and thus 
&lfV is a principal ideal whenever C is a principal ideal. If C E &a, then by 
maximality C=Ja =&znI. If there is n E C-&z, then &a n1 s &x, whence &r n1= 
$(a AX). We conclude that I is a retract. 
6.6. CoroRm. For a tree semilattice (M, G) with zero there is a l-l conespon- 
dence between compatible semilattice orders on M and chains of (MI S) which are 
either principul ideals or maximal. 
Proof. Every retract I of (M, S) which is an ideal and a lattice must be a chain. 
Hence, 5.5 and 6.5 complete the proof. 
7. Pairs of median semilattices 
Two median algebras with the same underlying set must coincide whenever 
their congruences or convex sets coincide. This is an immediate consequence of 
1.6 and 2.1. Now, we prove a little more. 
7.1. Theorem. Let M be a median algebra and kt m : Ad3 -+ M be a function 
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satisfying the identities 
m(a, b, b) = b, 
m(m(a, b, c), a, 6) = m(m(a, b, c), b, c) 
= m(m(a, b, c), c, a) = m(a, b, c). 
(21) 
(221 
For a, b E M put a 0 5 =(x EM 1 m(x, a, b) = x}. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) m(a, b, c) = (a b c) for all a, b, c E M. 
(ii) Every congruence relation of M is closed under m. 
(iii) For every convex set C in M and u, b E C, a l b G C. 
(iv) aebcaob for all a, hEM. 
Proof. The implications (i) + (ii) and (iii) 3 (iv) are trivial. 
(ii) + (I$. Let C be a convex set in M and a, b E C. Then by (211 for x E a l b, 
x = m(x, a, b) @[Cl m(x, a, a) = a. Hence by 1.6, XE C. 
(iv) =$ (i). From (22) we infer that for x E a 41, 
whence x E u l E. An application of 2.1 completes the proof. 
For any lattice (M, A, v) we may define a function m : MT-+ M by m(a, b, c) = 
(a~(bvc))~(b~c). Then uob is the interval [u~b, avb]. 
7.2. CoroUary. Let M be a median algebra and let (M, A, vl be a lattice. Then the 
following con&ions are equivalent: 
(i) (.M, A, v) is a compatible distributive lattice. 
(ii) Every congruence relation of M is a congruence relution of (M, A, v). 
(iii) Every convex set in M is a convex sublattice of (M, A, vi. 
Corollary 7.2 applies to some results of J. Jakubik and B& Kolibiar [16] (cf. 
[ 181). Further, from 7.2 we obtain [14, Theorems 1, 21. 
A bijection v : (K, l , +) + (L, A, v) between two lattices is called a W- 
isomorphism if A and v are polynomial functions (alias algebraic functions) of the 
co;” (L, ., -t ) of (Hc, l , +) (under cp), and vice TIersa (see [lS]). If (K, -, +) is 
distribL:!ve, then by 7.2 (L, l , +) and (L, A, v) are ,compatible distributive lattices, 
whence cp is a median isomorphism. Conversely, if (K, 9, +), (L, A, v) are distribu- 
tive lattices and (K, ., t) is bounded, then every median isomorphism q : K -+ L is 
a W-isomorphism. Thus, we can derive [15, Theorems 1, 3, 41 from 7.2. 
Xext, -ye will discuss several conditions under which two median semilattices 
give ris? to the same median algebra. 
Let *, + be two partial binary operations on a set M. We say that * is 
distributive over + in the case: if for x, y, z E M, x + y, x * z, y J z, and (x + y) * z are 
defined then (x *z)+( y *z) is defined and is equal to (x + y)* z. 
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7.3. Theorem, If (M, A, v, 6) and (M 0, +, 6’) ctre compatible median semi- 
lattices, then the four (partiaZ) operations are distributive over each other. 
bf. We only need to show that 0, + are distributive over A, v, First observe 
that for t, x, y, 2: E M, 
If xvy exists, then x 9 z, y - z~(xvy). z and so 
(XVy)~2=(xy(xvy))*2=(x82ygt(xvy)~z)-(x~2)v(y~2). 
If x + 2, y + 2 exist, put v = xAyA(x+z)A(y+Z). Then 
(X+z)A(y+z)=(vx+zy+zj=v*(X+2)+vg(y+2)+(x+z)’(y+z) 
=v~x+v~y+x*y+2=(uxy)+2=(xAy)+z. 
If x+z, y+t, xvy, and (xvy)+r exist, then x-t-t, y+zs(xvyj+z. Hence 
(xvy)+z=ixy (xvy))+z=(x+zy+z (xvyj+z)=(x+r)v(y+z). 
In particular, if (M, A) and (M, b) are compatible median semilattices, then A 
and l are distributive over each other, whence (M, A, 0) is a distributive quasi- 
lattice in the sense of 3. Plonka 1331. More generally, if (M, A~), . . . , (M, A”) are 
compatible median semilattices, then (M, A~, . . . , A,) is a distributive tz -
quasilattice (see 1341). 
Next we prove the converse of ‘7.3. 
7.4. Theorem. Let 
operation on M. I’ 
median semW!ice . 
(M, A, v, Q) tae a median semilattice and let * be a semilattice 
A and v are distributive over *, then (M, *) is a compatible 
Proof. Let G’ denote the partial order corresponding to *. Suppose that x s’ y in 
Ad. ThenforzE:M,(xAz)*(yr\z)=(x*y)/\f=x/\tandthusxr\z~‘yAZ.IfxvZ 
and yvz exist, then (xv~)*(yvz)=(x*y)vz=xvz and thus xvz s’yvr. 
Now, from 3.4 we infer Iha, + =G’ is compatible. Hence by 3.3 (M, *, s:‘) is a 
compatible mediai semilattice. 
In 7.4 it would not be sufficient o require that only A is distributive over * (see 
the example in [17, Remark ly). On the other hand, two distributive laws suffice, 
which shows that one assertion in [17, Remark 1] is incorrect, 
Note that 7.3 and 7.4 apply to the results of B.H. Arnold [l]. The following 
theorem is the median analogue of [17, Theorem l]. 
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7.5. Theorem. Let (M, A, b , S) be Q median semilattice. Then there is a l-l 
correspondence between compatible median semilattices (M, *, +, s’) and congru- 
ence relations 63 (‘iauing a complement @ such that a 63 b implies that a v b exists 
and a s b implies a 81 l Q, b. 
Proof. The congruences Q and Cp corresponding to * are given as follows: 
a@b e avbexistsanda*b=avb, (2% 
a@b e a*b=aab. 
Conversely, given 0 and Qi, 
determined elements for which 
a@u63addih@b. 
put a * b = u v v where u, v are the uniquely 
(25) 
(i) Start off with *. Trivially, 0 and @ are reflexive and symmetric. If a 0 b and 
b Q)c, then by 7.3 
a*b*c=(avbj*(bvc)=(a*b)v(a*c)v(b*c)vb>a,c, 
and thus a *c = (a c a * b *c) = a v c, whence a 6 c. Similarly one checks that @ is 
transitive. From (a x y ) * (b x y ) = (a * b x y) we infer that 0 and Qi are compatible 
relations. The equation 0 n Qi = o holds trivially. For a, b E M, put u = 
aA(a*b)=a*(aAb) and v=(a*b)Ab=(aAb)*b. Then aAb<u,v and so 
a *b = (a b a *b) = u vu. Further, (25) is satisfied. In particular, if a G b, then 
a = u, whence a 0 l @ b. 
(ii) Now, given 0 and @, we have a *b 8 a A b = u AV and, if a v b exists, also 
a*bbavb. Then ai\(a*b)8u and since aA(a*b)@u, we have u=aA(a*b) 
and similarly, v = b A (a * b). Define a C’ b e a 6) a A b @ b. Evidently, G’ is reflex- 
ive and antisymmetric. If a S’ b and b S’c, then a 0 a A 1, Q, b 8 b AC #c and 
thus a @ a A b @ a A b A c 6 a A c ; similarly, a A c, @ c, proving that G’ is a partial 
order.Sincea~u0a*b0v~b,wegeta*b~’a,b.Ifa~’bandk’,yEM,then 
(axy)@((anb)xy)=(axy)A(bxy)@(bxy). 
Therefore (a x y) G’ (b x y), and hence by 3.3, (M, s’) is a compatible median 
serrila? tice. Since a *b E a ob, a *b is the meet of a and b in (M, G’). Finally, 
&erv~ that (23) and (24) hold. The proof of 7.5 is now complete. 
Since in 7.5 the situation is symmetric, we also have a 0 b if and only if 
cl A b = a + b. Moreover, this is equivalent with a = a ~(a *b) and b = b A (a *b). 
Let (M, A) and (M, *) be compatible median semilattices and let 0, @ be given 
by (23), (24). If 0 and (0 commute, then there exists a distributive lattice A and a 
median semilattice B such that (M, A) and (M, *) are isomorphic to A X B and 
A __ x B, respectively (A _- denotes the dual of A). For, if 0 and @ commute, then 
%&! is isomorphic to the direct product of A = M/@ and B = M/8; since 0, @ are 
congruences of (M, A) and (M, *), A and * carry over to A and B; then 
(A, *) = (A, A)- and (B, *) = (B, A), as required. Consequently, if @ and Qi com- 
mute, then (M, A) is a lattice if and only if (M, *) is a lattice. On the other hand, if 
(M, A) and (M, *) are lattices, then 8 and @ commute (see [lTj). 
In closing, we note that 5.5 is a consequence of 7.5. In fact, given a median 
semilattice (A& A, v, e) with a least element a, let C denote the principal ideal 
generated by a in a compatible median semilattice (M, *, f, GI). Since on C the 
orders G and s’ are converse to each other, @[C]E @, where @ is defined by 
(23). For (x, y) E 8 put b = PX * qy, where Q denotes the retraction upon C. Then 
x=(~+yb~)=(~(axy)bx)=((ubx)xy), and y=((aby)xy). So by 1.6, 
x @[Cl y and therefore 8 = @[Cl. Examples show that if neither of the semi- 
lattices has a zero, then 8 is not necessarily of the form @[Cl. 
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